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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we consider the generalized nonlinear variational inclusions for nonclosed 
and nonbounded valued operators and define an iterative algorithm for finding the approximate 
solutions of this class of variational inclusions. We also establish that the approximate solutions 
obtained by our algorithm converge to the exact solution of the generalized nonlinear variational 
inclusion. @ 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1994, Hassouni and Moudafi [1] introduced a perturbed method for solving a new class of vari- 
ational inequalities, known as variational inclusions. Recently, this class of variational inclusions 
has been extended and generalized for multivalued maps by Huang [2]. By using Hausdorff met- 
ric, he constructed an algorithm for finding the approximate solutions of his variational inclusion 
and proved the convergence of iterative sequences generated by this algorithm. Yao [3] solved a 
variational inequality involving the single-vMued relaxed Lipschitz operators by using an iterative 
algorithm. Verma [4] generalized single-valued relaxed Lipschitz operators for multivalued maps 
and studied the solvability of a generalized variational inequality involving single-valued strongly 
monotone and multivalued relaxed Lipschitz operators. In this paper, we consider the generalized 
nonlinear variational inclusions with nonclosed and nonbounded valued operators and define an 
iterative algorithm, without using Hausdorff metric, for finding the approximate solutions of this 
class of variational inclusions. By the definition of multivalued relaxed Lipschitz operator, we 
prove that the approximate solutions obtained by this iterative algorithm converge to the exact 
solution of our variational inclusion. 
The authors would like to express their thanks to the anonymous referee for her/his valuable suggestions and 
comments. 
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2.  PREL IMINARIES  
Let H be a real Hilbert space whose inner product and norm are denoted by (., .) and I]" II, 
respectively. Let 0~ denote the subdifferential of a proper, convex, and lower semicontinuous 
function ~ : H --* RU {+co}. Given a multivalued map T : H -~ 2 H, where 2 H denotes the family 
of nonempty subsets of H, and f, g : H -* H be single-valued maps with Img N dom (0~) ¢ 0, we 
consider the following generalized nonlinear variational inclusion problem (GNVIP). 
Find x • H and w • T(x) such that g(x) n dom (0~) ~ O and 
(g (x ) - f (w) ,y -g (x ) )  ~_~(g(x ) ) -~(y) ,  VyEH.  (2.1) 
Inequality (2.1) is called the generalized nonlinear variational inclusion. 
If ~ = Ig, the indicator function of a closed convex set K in H defined by 
f 0, x • K, 
IK (x) 
+co, otherwise, 
then GNVIP reduces to the following generalized variational inequality problem (GVIP) consid- 
ered by Verma [4]. 
Find x • H and w • T(x) such that g(x) • K and 
(g (x ) -S (w) ,y -g (x )}~_O,  VyEK.  (2.2) 
DEFINITION 2.1. (See [5,6].) / fG  : H -~ 2 H is a maximal monotone multivalued map, then for 
any fixed a > 0, the mapping J~ : H ~ H defined by 
g~ (x) = (I + aG) -1 (x), Vx • H 
is said to be the resolvent operator of index a of G, where I is the identity mapping on H. 
Fhrthermore, the resolvent operator J~ is single-valued and nonexpansive, that is, 
I i JG(x) - J~(y)H <_ IIx-yl], Vx, yEH.  
Since the subdifferential 0~ of a proper, convex, and lower semicontinuous function ~ : H 
U {+co} is a maximal monotone multivalued map, it follows that the resolvent operator jo~ 
of index a of 0~ is given by 
jo~ (x) = (I + a0~) -1 (x), Vx E H. 
3. ITERAT IVE  ALGORITHM 
In this section, we first establish the equivalence of the generalized nonlinear variational in- 
clusion (2.1) to a nonlinear equation. Then we define an iterative algorithm for finding the 
approximate solutions of GNVIP. 
L EMMA 3.1. Elements x E H and w E T(x) are solutions of GNVIP ff and only if x and w satis~ 
the following relation: 
g (x) = jo~ (g (x) - a (g (x) - f (w))), (3.1) 
where a > 0 is a constant, jo~ = (I + aO~) -1 is the resolvent operator of index a of O~ and I 
is the identity operator on H. 
PROOF. From the definition of the resolvent operator jo~ of index a of O~ and relation (3.1), 
we have 
g (x) = joe  (g (x) - ~ (g (~) - I (~)) )  
= ( I  + a0~)  -1 (g (x) - ~ (g (x) - f (w)))  
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and 
g(x) - a (g  (x) - f (w)) e g (x) + aO~ (g (x)), 
which gives f (w)  - g(x) E O~(g(x)). From the definition of 0~, we have 
(y) > ~(g(x) )  + ( f (w)  - g (x ) ,y -  g(x) ) ,  Vy e H. 
Thus, x and w are solutions of GNVIP. 
REMARK 3.1. From Lemma 3.1, we see that GNVIP is equivalent to the fixed-point problem of 
type 
x e F (x), (3.2) 
where F(x)  = x - g(x) + J°~(g(x) - a(g(x) - f (w) ) ). 
Based on (3.1) and (3.2), we have the following iterative algorithm. 
ALGORITHM 3.1. Given x0 E H, compute xn+l by the rule 
Xn+l  = Xn -- g (~n)  -~- jo~ (g (xn) - a (g (xn) - f (wn))), (3.3) 
where a > 0 is a constant. 
4. CONVERGENCE THEOREM 
We apply the Algorithm 3.1 to prove the following convergence theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let g : H ---* H be strongly monotone and Lipschitz continuous with correspond- 
ing constants r >_ 0 and s > O, respectively, and f : H ~ H be Lipschitz continuous with constant 
t > 0. Let T : H ---+ 2 H be relaxed Lipschitz with respect to f and Lipschitz continuous with 
corresponding constants k <_ 0 and m > 1, respectively. Then the sequences {xn} and {wE} 
generated by Algorithm 3.1 with xo c H, Wo E T(xo), and 
Z-k+p(1-2p)  v/(X - k +p(1  - 2p))2 - 4p(1 -p ) (X  -2k -p2+t2m~')  
Ol 
- f:=-2-kT-~ctT---~ 2 < 1 - 2k+m2t  ~ _p2 
(4.1) 
where 1 -  k > p(2p-  1)+ v /4p(1 -p) (1 -2k -p2+t2m 2) and 1-2k+m2t  2 > p~ for p = 
V/(1 - 2r + s 2) < 1/2, converge to x and w, respectively, the solution of GNVIP. 
We require the following definitions to achieve the main result. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A mapping : H ~ H is said to be 
(i) strongly monotone, if there exists a constant r > 0 such that 
(g (Zl) -g (z2) ,X l  -x2}  _> r[Ixl -z21[ 2 , VXl,X2 e H; 
(ii) Lipschitz continuous, if there exists a constant s > 0 such that 
] ]g (X l ) - -g (x2) [ [  <~ 8[[;Z1--X2[I, VXl,X2 E H. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let f : H -~ H be a map. A multivalued map T : H -~  2 H is said to be relaxed 
Lipschitz with respect o f ,  if for given k <_ O, 
( f (w l ) - f (w~) ,x l -x2)  <_ kHxl-x2[[ 2 , VWl E T(Xl) , w2 E T(x2) ,  and Vxl,x2 E H. 
The multivalued map T is called Lipschitz continuous [4], if for m >_ 1, 
[ IWl -W2l l<ml lx l -x2[ [ ,  VWlET(X l ) ,  w2ET(x2) ,  and ~/Xl ,x2EH.  
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PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1. From (3.3), we have 
Ilxn+l--XnlI = ] lXn- -Xn- -1 - (g (Xn) -g (Xn-1) )+ J °~(h(xn) ) -  J2~(h(xn-1) ) l l ,  (4.2) 
where h(xn) = g(Xn) - a(g(xn) - f(Wn)). Since the resolvent operator jo~ is nonexpansive, we 
have 
I[ J2 ~ (h (xn))  - J2  ~ (h (x~- l ) ) l l  < I Ih  (~)  - h (~- , ) l l  
= I1(1 - a)  (g (xn) - g (xn-1))  + o~ ( f  ('Wn) - -  f (wn-1))l] 
(4.3) 
< (1 - ~) I lxn  - x~- I  - (g (z~) - 9 (xn-1)) l l  
+ I1(1 - (~) (Xn - X~-l) + ~ (f  (w~) - f (W~-l))][ • 
From (4.2) and (4.3), we get 
I lXn+l -- Xnll ~ IlXn -- Xn--1 -- (9 (Xn) -- 9 (:~n--1))ll "~ IIJ~ °~ (h (x~)) - 3 °~ (h (Xn_l)) l  I 
< I1~ -x~_ i  - (9 (~)  - 9 ( z~-~) ) ] l  
+ (1 - o l ) I Ixn - Xn-1  - (g  (xn)  - g (xn -~) ) l l  
(4.4) 
+ I](1 - ~)  (Xn -- X~_ , )  + ~ (y  (Wn) -- / (W~-~)) l l  
= (2 -- ~) I lXn  -- ~n- i  -- (9 (Xn) -- 9 (Xn- i))11 
+ I1(1 - ~) (x~ - x~_ , )  + ~ ( f  (w~) - f (W~-l)) l l  • 
By Lipschitz continuity and strong monotonicity of g, we obtain 
Ilxn - -Xn-X  --(9(Xn)- g(x~-- l ) ) l l  2 _< (1 -2r+s  2) IIx~ - z~-~l l  2 • (4.5) 
Since T is Lipschitz continuous and relaxed Lipschitz with respect o f and f is Lipschitz con- 
tinuous, we have 
I1(1 - ~)(x~ - Xn_l) h-oz(f(Wn) -- f(wn_1))112 
= (1 - a )2  Ilzn - x~-x l l  2 + 2a  (1 - a)  ( f  (Wn) - f (Wn-1),Xn - Xn-1) 
+ ~2 Il l  (W~) -- / (Wn_ l ) l l  2 
_< (1 - ~)2 IlZn -- Xn- l l l  2 + 2~ (1 - ~) k tlxn - Xn_llI 2 + a2t2m 2 IIx~ - Xn - l l l  2 
-- ( (1  - ~)2  + 2~ (1 - ~)  k + ~2t2m2)  I Ix .  - x~-a l l  2 • 
By combining (4.4)-(4.6), we obtain 
tlxn+l - xnll _ 0 IlXn -- X~- l t l ,  
where  0 = [(2 - ~)p  + {(1 - ~)~ + 2,(1 - ~)k + ~t~,~)~/2]  and p = (1 - 2~ + ~)1 /2 .  I t  fo l lows  
from (4.1) that 0 < 1, and consequently, for all q E N, 
( on ) 
I I x=+~-  z~ll -< ~ I I z l -  x011- 
Therefore, {x~} is a Cauchy sequence. Since H is complete, there exists an x c H such that 
xn --~ x. Now the Lipschitz continuity of T implies that wn --* w. This completes the proof. 
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